Abstract: I study the origins of the applied, macroscopic, and local electromagnetic fields by a statistical-mechanical method. In order to obtain the macroscopic fields from the microscopic fields I use a relevant statistical-density function for ensemble averaging. I present novel equations for the timedependent local fields as functions of the a p plied field, polarization, and macroscopic field.
Introduction
As measurements of the electrical properties of materials are made at nanometer scales, there is a need to understand the details of microscopic electromagnetic theory. The goal of this paper is to overview the various fields used in electromagnetism and to present an equation for the timedependent local field calculated from a statistical-mechanical theory. The details of the statistical-mechanical model are contained in a previous publication [1,2].
When electromagnetic fields are applied to a material, the fields in the material are comprised of the effects of both the applied field and particle interactions. For example, when an applied electrcmagnetic field interacts with a dielectric material, the field in the material is modified by a surface charge dipoledepolarizatiou field that opposes the applied field. In addition there are the effects of the internal energy on the electromagnetic behavior. For example, depolarization, demagnetization, thermal expansion, and quantum interactions all influence the dipole orientations and therefore the fields. In constitutive modeling our goal is to express the material properties in t e r m of the macroscopic (Maxwell) field and not the applied or effective fields.
The applied field originates from charges external to the specimen under test. The macroscopic field satisfies Maxwell's equations with appropriate boundary conditions and in materials is usually not the same as the applied field, but rather represents an average of the far and near fields. The microscopic field is the electromagnetic field on the atomic scale. The local electromagnetic field is the average microscopic field at a specific point in a mate rial and can be represented as a sum of the macrcscopic field and near-fields. The local field is defined by Aschroft and Mermin as an average of the near fields within a radius TO from an observation point r: Er. = E+Ek,h"f-Ergy [3] . It is well-known that in ferroelectricity the local field can become very large so there is a real need for comprehensive models of the local field. Whereas, there has been copious research on static local fields, much less research has been developed for the timedependent local fields.
The macroscopic field is defined by Aschroft and Mermin as an average of all macroscopic fields in a region TO around an observation point r due to charges in both the near and far regions: E = Emncro far + Emam' ~31.
Two methods are commonly used to construct the macroscopic field from the microscopic field en-. semble and volume averaging. In this paper we use the former approach. The volume averaging a p p r o d to the macroscopic field assumes a spatial distribution function f(r) that satisfies E = dr'EmicFo(r -r')f(r').
(1)
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The form of the distribution function is seldom explicitly determined and must depend on the material properties. However, in most volume averaging algorithm the averaging distribution is not expressed in terms of the polarization and magnetiation. In the ensemble averaging approach a phase space probability density function that satisfies Liouville's equation is constructed. In our approach [l] , the relevant distribution function U is explicitly constructed to reproduce the macroscopic polarization, magnetization, and internal energy at specific times. The relevant density function U is only part of the full statistical-density function p and the relationship between the two is[2]
We see that the full statistical-density function, that fully describes the microstructure, is separated into US. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright relevant and irreversible components. The irreversible part originates Bom loss. The integrating factor is 7 ( t , T) satisfies the initial value problem with initial. condition 7 ( t , t ) = 1, P is a nonhermitian projection-like operator, and C is Liouville's operator. All of the operators 7, P , and L are linear. For a system in equilibrium, p a exp ( -H / k T ) where H is the Hamiltonian, Tis temperature, and k is Boltzmann's constant. We define the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields as the ensemhle-averaged microscopic fields with respect to U : E = Tr(eu), H = Tr(hU). The field that polarizes a molecule is the local field EL and the polarization is p = EL, where D is the polarizability. In order to use this expression in Maxwell's equations the local field needs to he expressed in terms of the macroscopic field EL = PE, where P is some function. Calculation of this relationship is not always simple.
Lorentz and Onsager local fields
In this section we overview the static theory of the local field. Dielectric and magnetic materials may contain both permanent and induced dipole mcments. Commonly, the local field for materials without permanent dipole moments is modeled by the Lorentz field, which is defined as the field in a cavity that is carved out of the material around a specific molecule. It is important to note that recent research indicates that in some materials, the Lorentz local field does not lead to the correct polarizabilities(41. A well-known example of the relationship between the applied, macroscopic, and local fields is given by a Lorentz spherical cavity in a static electric field. In this example, the applied field, depolarization field, and macroscopic field in a sphere are related by 1 3Eo E E, --P, (4) where the macroscopic polarization is P = EO(€? -
where N is the number of molecules in the volume V and EO is the permittivity of vacuum. In the Lorentz model, the local field is a sum of applied, depolarization, Lorentz, and atomic fields (51 E L = E, + Edepoi EL^,..,^, + Eatom. (5)
For cubic lattices in a sphere, the average atomic field vanishes and the local field satisfies 1 3ro EL = E + -P.
In general, the local field is larger than the macrcscopic field and in this example it is equal to the applied field. Therefore the field acting on a dipole is larger than the macroscopic field and must he accounted for in the constitutive equations. The Lorents field is related to the macroscopic field as Onsager modified the Lorentz theory by separating the local field into a cavity field Ec and reaction field ER. The Onsager cavity field is Ec = -3eT E.
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The cavity field is the field that acts on the permanent dipole moment. We note that as E~ + m, Ec i 1.5E, but EL + 03. The Onsager reaction field is proportional to the dipole moment m
where g depends on the permittivity [6] . Therefore the reaction field does not influence the permanent moment orientation, but does influence the induced moment. The formation of the local field is a very complex process. The applied field polarizes charge in a specific molecule, then the molecule's dipole field modifies the dipole orientations of other molecules in close proximity. This then produces another field correction to the molecule's field. This all gets more complicated for timrdependent behavior. We call the local electromagnetic field the locally-averaged field at a specific point in a material and is a function of both the applied and multipole fields in the media.
Statistical-mechanical projection-operator approach
In our approach developed in [7] , the distribution function U is explicitly constructed from the macrcscopic polarization, magnetization, and internal energy in a self-consistent fashion. We use constraints on the theoretical expected values of the polarization and internal energy to build a relevant generalized canonical-density function U by maximizing the information entropy (see references [I, 21) The relevant density function is the ensemble averaging analog of the volume-averaging density function f. In (2) we see that U is only part of the full statiticaldensity function that describes the N-body system completely. Using this formalism, exact evolution equations can be derived for the polarization P, the magnetization M, and current density .Ill].
The relevant canonical density, U , is constructed by maximizing the information entropy for each time t S(t) = -kTr(u(t) Inu(t)) , These constraints are. incorporated into the information-entropy expression by use of Lagrange multipliers A j and the resulting variational expression is maximized to obtain the relevant canonicaldensity function U@) = -exp (-d3r'xAj(r', t ) . Fj(r')), (12)
where Z is the partition function. The relevant density function U accomplishes an averaging that we feel is more self-consistent than that used in most statistical-mechanical approaches because the canonical-density function, being the relevant contribution of the full statistical density function p , incorporates the exact values of the polarization, magnetization, and internal energy at all times and po- (r)T(t,r){l -P}[p(r'),o] ) . E(P',T), 
where [,I denotes Poisson bracket. For comparison purposes we can expand (11) to obtain the following approximations to the local fields given by (13) and (14)
+. Therefore for a sphere the local field reduces to the Lorentz local field (6)
Example 2: and calculation of the polarization
As a simple example, we consider a collection of N dipole moments in a z-directed electric field. The microscopic polarization is defined as p = E, e,r,6(r -r,), A1 = -E L / k T . The relevant density function is
The relevant density function
The macroscopic polarization is P(r) = where the molecular permanent moment is /I = le/T and the last term in (19) is a high-temperature approximation. a denotes integration over phase
variables. This is the same result as obtained by rotational-diffusion approaches. The partition function is
Conclusion
Projection-operator statistical mechanics can he used to obtain very general relationships for the time and spatial dependent local fields. The local field is composed of the macroscopic field and a materialrelated field. The first terms in (13) and (14) are the macroscopic fields and the last terms are due to local dipoles. The macroscopic field is the field used in Maxwell's equation and constitutive relationships and is a global average of the applied and depolarization fields. The macroscopic field is generated from the relevant part of the full statistical-density function.
